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Evolution of separate screening soliton pairs in a biased series photorefractive crystal circuit

Jinsong Liu* and Zhonghua Hao†

State Key Laboratory of Laser Technology, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, Hubei 430074,
People’s Republic of China

~Received 21 November 2001; published 7 June 2002!

This paper presents calculations for an idea in photorefractive spatial soliton, namely, screening solitons
form in a biased series photorefractive crystal circuit consisting of two photorefractive crystals connected
electronically by electrode leads in a chain with a voltage source. A system of two coupled equations is derived
under appropriate conditions for two-beam propagation in the crystal circuit. The possibility of obtaining
steady-state bright and dark screening soliton solutions is investigated in one dimension and, the existence of
dark-dark, bright-dark, and bright-bright separate screening soliton pairs in such a circuit is proved. The
numerical results show that the two solitons in a soliton pair can affect each other by the light-induced current
and their coupling can affect their spatial profiles, dynamical evolutions, stabilities, and self-deflection. Under
the limit in which the optical wave has a spatial extent much less than the width of the crystal, only the dark
soliton can affect the other soliton by the light-induced current, but the bright soliton cannot. For a bright-dark
or dark-dark soliton pair, the dark soliton in a weak input intensity can be obtained for a larger nonlinearity
than for a stronger input intensity. For a bright-dark soliton pair, increasing the input intensity of the dark
soliton can increase the bending angle of the bright soliton. Some potential applications are discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.066601 PACS number~s!: 42.65.Tg, 42.65.Hw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of spatial solitons is considered to be imp
tant because of their possible applications for optical swit
ing and routing, in which photorefractive~PR! solitons have
been a topic of considerable interest in the last dec
@1–17#. To date, a quasi-steady-state soliton has been
dicted @1# and found experimentally@2# and three different
kinds of steady-state photorefractive solitons~screening soli-
tons @3–4#, open- and closed-circuit photovoltaic soliton
@5,6#, and screening-photovoltaic solitons@7,8#! have been
predicted and the first two have been found experiment
@9,10#. At present, the investigations on the PR soliton, so
ton pair and soliton interaction were concerned with a sin
PR crystal@1–17#. Screening solitons are possible in a sing
biased PR crystal. Can a screening soliton form individua
within each crystal in a biased series PR crystal circuit

which two PR crystals, denoted byP and P̂, and a voltage
source are connected in a chain by electrode leads~Fig. 1!?
That is, when two laser beams are appropriately and, res
tively, incident on the two crystals, can a screening soli
form individually within each crystal? If it can, do the tw
solitons, formed separately in the two crystals, interact
affect each other?

In this paper, we investigate steady-state PR solitons f
in a series PR crystal circuit. By use of the well-known tran
port model of photorefractive effect, successfully used to
velop the theories of a screening soliton@4#, we predicate
that each crystal can support a screening soliton in the
that the spatial extent of the optical wave is much less t
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the width of the crystal. We name the two solitons, form
separately in the two crystals, a separate screening so
pair. Both bright and dark screening solitons can form in
crystals. As a result, there are three types of the sepa
screening soliton pairs: bright-bright, bright-dark, and da
dark.

Because the two crystals are connected electronicall
such a circuit, when the two crystals are illuminated by tw
laser beams, the light-induced current in one crystal can fl
into the other crystal, and as a result, the bias voltage app
to each crystal will vary with the intensities of two incide
laser beams. However, for a single biased PR crystal the
voltage depends only on the voltage source and does
vary with the intensity of the input laser beam. Therefore,
a biased series PR crystal circuit, changing the intensity
the laser beam incident upon one crystal, not only will t
soliton formed in that crystal change, but the soliton form
in the other crystal will also change. That is, the two solito
in a separate screening soliton pair can interact or affect e
other by the light-induced current. The interaction is co
sionless. Obviously, the interaction will affect the spatial p
file, dynamical evolution, stability, and self-deflection of th
two solitons in a separate screening soliton pair and the
teraction must be different from the interaction between
two solitons in a common soliton pair formed in a sing
crystal @11–17#. By employing numerical techniques we in
vestigate the effect of the interaction on the spatial profil
dynamical evolutions, stabilities, and self-deflection of t
two solitons in a separate screening soliton pair. Out res
show that the two dark solitons in a dark-dark soliton p
can interact with each other by light-induced curre
whereas the two bright solitons in a bright-bright soliton p
cannot affect each other by light-induced current. For a da
bright soliton pair, the dark soliton can affect the bright so
ton whereas the bright one cannot affect the dark one
light-induced current, i.e., the interaction is unilateral. In th
,
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JINSONG LIU AND ZHONGHUA HAO PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066601
paper, we only discuss the coupling effects resulting from
light-induced current. The coupling effects resulting from t
dark current will be discussed elsewhere.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theor
ical model is built upon the well-known transport model
photorefractive effect including the diffusion effects. In Se
III–V, the coupling effects between the two solitons in
separate screening soliton pair on the intensity profiles,
namical evolutions, stabilities, and self-deflection of the t
solitons are investigated numerically. Finally, we summar
the results, discuss some potential applications, and d
some conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

As shown in Fig. 2, an envisaged experiment is arran
as follows. Two collimated CW laser beams, produced

FIG. 1. Illustration of a biased series PR crystal circuit cons
ing of two PR crystals to support a bright-bright soliton pair in~a!,
a bright-dark soliton pair in~b!, and a dark-dark soliton in~c!. P

andP̂ denote the two crystals, respectively.C andĈ denote the two

c axes.I 0 and Î 0 denote the incident bright or dark solitonlike i
one-dimensional laser beams.VA denotes the voltage of the sourc
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two separate lasers, are adjusted into bright or dark o
dimensional solitonlike beams and then imaged onto
front surfaces of the two crystals, respectively. For each c
tal, electrodes are made on the two surfaces with their n
mal parallel to thec axis of the crystal. Electrode leads co
nect the two crystals electronically in a chain with a volta
source. Each crystal is oriented with itsc axis perpendicular
to the direction of the laser beam. The beam profiles can
detected by two charged coupled device~CCD! arrays re-
spectively. In general, the crystalsP andP̂ are different types
of PR crystal;P is a SBN crystal andP̂ is a TaBiO3 crystal.
Therefore, the two crystals in Figs. 1~a! and 1~c! differ from
one large crystal.

A. The expression of space-charge field

Considering first the crystalP, an optical beam propagate
in the crystal along thez axis and is permitted to diffract only
along thex direction. The crystal’s opticalc axis orients
along thex coordinate. Moreover, let us assume that the
tical beam is linearly polarized along thex direction and the
bias voltage is applied along the same direction. Under th
conditions the perturbed extraordinary refractive indexn̄e

~along thec axis! is given by (n̄e)
25ne

22ne
4r 33ESC, where

r 33 is the electro-optic coefficient,ne is the unperturbed ex
traordinary index of refraction, andESC is the induced space
charge field. On the other hand, the electric-field compon
E of the optical beam satisfies the Helmholtz equation

¹2E1~k0n̄e!
2E50, ~1!

wherek052p/l0 andl0 is the free-space wavelength of th
lightwave employed. By expressingE in terms of a slowly
varying envelopef, i.e., E5 x̂f(x,z)exp(ikz), where k
5k0ne , one can find that Eq.~1! leads to the following
paraxial equation of diffraction:

i
]f

]z
1

1

2k

]2f

]x2 2
k0

2
~ne

3r 33ESC!f50. ~2!

To simplify the analysis, we have neglected any loss effe
in Eq. ~2!.

In turn, the induced space-charge fieldESC can be ob-
tained from the standard set of rate and continuity equati
and Gauss’s law, which describe the photorefractive effec
a medium. In the steady state, the one-dimensional equa
are @4#

gRnND
15si~ I 1I d!~ND2ND

1!, ~3!

-

FIG. 2. An envisaged experiment arrangement.L1 andL2 are
the lasers,C1 andC2 are the collimators,S is the voltage source
PR1 and PR2 are the PR crystals, and CP is a computer.
1-2
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]ESC

]x
5

e

«0« r
~ND

12NA2n!, ~4!

J5emnESC1kBTm
]n

]x
, ~5!

]J

]x
50 or J5const, ~6!

whereND
1 andND are the ionized donor density and don

density, respectively,NA is the acceptor density,n is the elec-
tron density,J is the current density,si is the photoexcitation
cross section,gR is the carrier recombination rate,m and e
are, respectively, the electron mobility and the charge,kB is
Boltzmann’s constant,T is the absolute temperature,« r is the
relative static dielectric constant, andI d is the so-called dark
irradiance.I 5I (x,z) is the power density profile of the op
tical beam, which can be also expressed in terms of the
velope f by use of Poynting’s theorem, i.e.,I
5(ne/2h0)ufu2, whereh05(m0 /«0)1/2. Moreover, in Eqs.
~3!–~6! we have ignored anyz spatial dependence by assum
ing that the variables involved vary much more rapidly in t
x direction.

Even though the expression forESC can be obtained in
principle from Eqs.~3!–~6!, this task is considerably in
volved. However, we follow Ref.@4# to greatly simplify Eqs.
~3!–~6! by keeping in mind that the following inequalitie
hold true in typical PR media:ND

1@n, ND@n, and NA

@n. In this case, Eqs.~3! and~4! yield the following results:

ND
15NAS 11

«0« r

eNA

]ESC

]x D , ~7!

n5
si~ND2NA!

gRNA
~ I 1I d!S 11

«0« r

eNA

]ESC

]x D 21

. ~8!

Furthermore, ifI (x,z) varies slowly with respect tox,
then in typical PR media the dimensionless te
u(«0« r /eNA)(]ESC/]x)u is expected to be much less tha
unity @4#. Under this condition, Eqs.~7! and ~8! yield the
following results:

ND
15NA , ~9!

n5
si~ND2NA!

gRNA
~ I 1I d!. ~10!

At this point, let us also assume thatI 5I (x,z) attains
asymptotically a constant value atx→6`, i.e., I (x→
6`,z)5I ` . In these regions of constant illumination, Eq
~3!–~6! require thatESC is independent ofx, i.e., ESC (x→
6`,z)5E0 , whereE0 is the external bias field. Therefore
from Eq. ~8! the electron densityn in the regions (x→
6`), denoted byn` , can be subsequently determined and
given by

n`5si~ND2NA!~ I `1I d!/~gRNA!. ~11!
06660
n-
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On the other hand, from Eq.~5!, the current densityJ in the
regions (x→6`), denoted byJ`5J(x→6`,z), can be
given by

J`5emn`E0 . ~12!

For the crystalP̂, we likewise have

n̂`5 ŝi~N̂D2N̂A!~ Î `1 Î d!/~ ĝRN̂A!, ~13!

Ĵ`5em̂n̂`Ê0 . ~14!

Let VA denote the voltage of the source. LetV and V̂
denote the potential measured between the electrodes o
P and P̂ crystals having width separated byW and Ŵ, re-
spectively. LetS and Ŝ denote the surfaces of the ele
trodes of the crystalsP and P̂, respectively. In the serie
circuit, we haveVA5V1V̂ andSJ5ŜĴ. If the spatial extent
Dx of the optical wave is much less than thex width W of the
crystal, E0 is approximately expressed byE05V/W
@4#. For the crystal P̂, we likewise have
Ê05V̂/Ŵ. Obviously, we find that

VA5WE01ŴÊ0 . ~15!

Equation ~6! implies that J is constant everywhere in th
crystal, that is,J(x,z)5J` . For the crystalP̂, we likewise
haveĴ`5 Ĵ(x,z). As a result, we find that

SJ̀ 5ŜĴ` . ~16!

Substitution of Eqs.~12! and~14! into Eq. ~16!, we find that

Smn`E05Ŝm̂n̂`Ê0 . ~17!

From Eqs.~15! and ~17!, we determine that

E05gEA , ~18!

Ê05ĝÊA , ~19!

g5 d̂~ Î `1 Î d!/@d~ I `1I d!1 d̂~ Î `1 Î d!#, ~20!

ĝ5d~ I `1I d!/@d~ I `1I d!1 d̂~ Î `1 Î d!#, ~21!

where d5Smsi(ND2NA)/(r RNAW), EA5VA /W, d̂
5Ŝm̂ ŝi(N̂D2N̂A)/( r̂ RN̂AŴ), and ÊA5VA /Ŵ. The param-
etersg andĝ are known as coupling coefficients between t
two solitons andg1ĝ51.

In the region ofI (x,z) varying with x, from Eqs.~3! and
~5!, we have

J5emnS ESC1
KBT

e

] ln n

]x D . ~22!

From J(x,z)5J` and Eqs.~12! and ~22!, we have
1-3
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nS ESC1
KBT

e

] ln n

]x D5n`E0 . ~23!

In turn, the expression forESC can be obtained from Eq.~23!
as follows:

ESC5gEA

I `1I d

I 1I d
2

KBT

e

1

I 1I d

]I

]x
. ~24!

Similarly, we can obtain results forP̂ as follows:

ÊSC5ĝÊA

Î `1 Î d

Î 1 Î d

2
KBT̂

e

1

Î 1 Î d

] Î

] x̂
. ~25!

Although the expression forESC ~as well asÊSC! has a simi-
lar form to that for the space-charge field in a single bia
photorefractive crystal@4#, the value ofESC ~as well asÊSC!
depends on the parameters of the two crystals, includingI `

andÎ ` . On the other hand,ESC andÊSC are not independent
They couple each other by the coupling coefficientsg andĝ.

B. Envelope evolution equation

Considering first the crystalP, the envelope evolution
equation can now be established by insertion of Eq.~24! into
Eq. ~2!. It proves more convenient, however, to study th
equation in a normalized fashion. To do so, let us adopt
following dimensionless coordinates and variables: i.e.,
j5z/(kx0

2), s5x/x0 , and f5(2h0I d /ne)
1/2U. Here x0 is

an arbitrary spatial width. Using Eqs.~2! and ~24!, we can
then show that the normalized envelopeU obeys the follow-
ing dynamical evolution equation:

iU j1
1

2
Uss2b~r11!

U

11uUu2 1g
~ uUu2!sU

11uUu2 50, ~26!

where r5I ` /I d , b5gsEA , g5sKBT/(x0e), and s
5(k0x0)2(ne

4r 33/2).

Similarly, we can obtain results forP̂ as follows:

iÛ ĵ1
1

2
Ûŝŝ2b̂~ r̂11!

Û

11uÛu2
1ĝ

~ uÛu2! ŝÛ

11uÛu2
50, ~27!

where r̂5 Î ` / Î d , b̂5ĝŝÊA , ĝ5ŝKBT̂/( x̂0e), ŝ

5( k̂0x̂0)2(n̂e
4r̂ 33/2), ĵ5 ẑ/( k̂x̂0

2), andŝ5 x̂/ x̂0 . Although the
two dynamical evolution equations have a similar form
that for a single biased photorefractive crystal@4#, they
couple each other by the coupling coefficientsg and ĝ.

C. Dark-dark screening soliton pair

We begin our analysis by considering a dark-dark scre
ing soliton pair, i.e., both crystals support dark screen
soliton. First, this dark soliton solution in the crystalP can be
derived from Eq.~26! by expressing the beam envelopeU in
the usual fashion:U5r1/2y(s)exp(inj), wheren represents a
nonlinear shift of the propagation constant andy(s) is a
06660
d

e
t

n-
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normalized real function bounded between 0<y(s)<1 and
denotes the normalized field profile. For the dark spatial s
tons, we require thaty(0)50, ẏ(`)50, and y(s→6`)
51. Substitution of this latter form ofU into Eq. ~26! ~with
g50) yields

d2y

ds222ny22b~r11!
y

11ry2 50, ~28!

from which one can readily deduce thatn52b and

S dy

dsD
2

522bF ~y221!2
r11

r
lnS 11ry2

11r D G . ~29!

For integration of Eq.~29!, the normalized dark-field profile
y(s) can be determined from the following equation:

~22b!1/2s56E
y~s!

0 dỹ

F ~ ỹ221!2
r11

r
lnS 11r ỹ2

11r D G1/2.

~30!

Similarly, for the crystal P̂, we have Û

5 r̂1/2ŷ( ŝ)exp(in̂ĵ), n̂52b̂, and

S dŷ

dŝD
2

522b̂F ~ ŷ221!2
r̂11

r̂
lnS 11 r̂ ŷ2

11 r̂ D G , ~31!

~22b̂ !1/2Ŝ56E
ŷ~ ŝ!

0 dỹ

F ~ ỹ221!2
r̂11

r̂
lnS 11 r̃ ỹ2

11 r̂ D G1/2.

~32!

Equations~29! and ~31!, or ~30! and ~32! predict that a
dark-dark screening soliton pair can exist in a biased se
PR crystal circuit. The conditions necessary for a dark-d
soliton pair in the crystalsP and P̂ are EA,0 and ÊA,0,
which can be realized by appropriately orienting thec axes
of the two crystals and the polarity of the external bias fie

D. Bright-dark soliton pair

For a bright-dark soliton pair, let us assume that the bri
soliton forms in the crystalP and the dark one forms in th
crystalP̂. For the bright soliton, the optical beam intensity
expected to vanish at infinity (s→6`), i.e., I `50 and then
r5I ` /I d50. From Eq.~26!, bright-type waves should there
fore satisfy

iU j1
1

2
Uss2b

U

11uUu2
1g

~ uUu2!sU

11uuu2
50. ~33!

By entirely neglecting the effect of diffusion, bright solito
solutions can be derived from Eq.~33! by expressing the
beam envelope U in the usual fashion: U
5r 1/2y(s)exp(inj). The positive quantityr is defined asr
5I 0 /I d5I (0,0)/I d . For the bright spatial solitons, we re
quire thaty(0)51, ẏ(0)50, andy(s→6`)50. Substitu-
tion of this latter form ofU into Eq. ~33! ~with g50! yields
1-4
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d2y

ds222ny22b
y

11ry2 50. ~34!

By integrating Eq. ~34! once and by employing the
y-boundary conditions, we find that

n52~b/r !ln~11r !, ~35!

S dy

dsD
2

5
2b

r
@ ln~11ry2!2y2 ln~11r !#. ~36!

Further integration of Eq.~36! leads

~2b!1/2s56E
y~s!

1 r 1/2dỹ

@ ln~11r ỹ2!2 ỹ2 ln~11r !#1/2. ~37!

The dark soliton profiles in the bright-dark soliton pa
can be obtained by use of a similar way to above and de
mined by the following equation:

~22b̂ !1/256E
ŷ~ ŝ!

0 dỹ

F ~ ỹ221!2
11 r̂

r̂
lnS 11 r̂ ỹ2

11 r̂ D G1/2.

~38!

Equations~37! and~38! predict that a bright-dark screen
ing soliton pair can exist in a biased series PR crystal circ
The conditions necessary for a bright-dark soliton pair in
crystalsP and P̂ areEA.0 andÊA,0.

E. Bright-bright soliton pair

Now let us consider a bright-bright soliton pair. Th
bright soliton profiles in a bright-bright soliton pair can b
obtained by use of a similar way to above and determined
the following equations:

~2b!1/2s56E
y~s!

1 r 1/2dỹ

@ ln~11r ỹ2!2 ỹ2 ln~11r !#1/2, ~39!

~2b̂ !1/2Ŝ56E
ŷ~ ŝ!

1 r̂ 1/2dỹ

@ ln~11 r̂ ỹ2!2 ỹ2 ln~11 r̂ !#1/2, ~40!

n52(b/r )ln(11r) and n̂52(b̂/ r̂ )ln(11r̂).
Equations ~39! and ~40! predict that a bright-bright

screening soliton pair can exist in a biased series PR cry
circuit. The conditions necessary for a bright-bright solit
pair in the crystalsP and P̂ areEA.0 andÊA.0.

III. SPATIAL PROFILES OF SEPARATE SCREENING
SOLITON PAIRS AND COUPLING EFFECTS

A. Coupling effects

Let us consider the coupling effects between the two s
tons in a separate screening soliton pair. In a biased serie
crystal circuit, two crystals are connected electronica
When optical beams illuminate on the crystals, the lig
induced current will flow from one crystal to another. As
result, the two solitons, supported separately by the two c
06660
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tals, will affect each other. Becauseg and ĝ depend on the
parameters of the two crystals, the character of the solito
one crystal not only depends on the parameters of that c
tal, but also depends on the parameters of the other cry
In other words, the character of any soliton in a soliton p
depends on the parameters of the two crystals.

For a biased series PR crystal circuit, when the input
tensity of one crystal changes, not only will the soliton
that crystal change, but also the soliton in the other cry
will change. For a dark-dark screening soliton pair, we ha

I `Þ0 and Î `Þ0. Becauseg and ĝ depend onI ` and Î ` ,
changing the input intensity of a dark soliton can affect t
other dark soliton. In other words, the two dark soliton c
interact each other by the light-induced current that flo
from one crystal to another. The interaction is collisionless
contactless optically. However, for a bright-dark screen

soliton pair, we haveI `50 and Î `Þ0. As a result,g and ĝ
are independent ofI ` . Interestingly, this result brings on th
dark soliton can affect the bright one by the light-induc
current, but the bright soliton cannot affect the dark o
That is, changing the input intensity of the dark soliton c
affect the bright one whereas changing the input intensity
the bright soliton cannot affect the dark one. The unilate
effect may be useful in some applications. Furthermore, fo

bright-bright soliton pair, becauseI `50 and Î `50 and g

and ĝ are independent ofI ` and Î ` . Therefore, the two
bright solitons cannot affect each other by the light-induc
current. That is, changing the input intensity of a bright so
ton cannot affect the other bright soliton.

Noteworthily, the above results are obtained under
limit of the spatial extentDx(D x̂) of the optical wave being

much less than thex ( x̂) width W(Ŵ) of the crystalP ( P̂).
In fact, in this limit, when a crystal supports a bright solito
the light-induced current is so small that it can be neglect
whereas when a crystal supports a dark soliton the lig
induced current is big enough. Taking an example, for a p
tovoltaic crystal,J}W/Dx@1 for a dark soliton whereasJ
}Dx/W!1 for a bright soliton@6#. As a result, in the limit
of Dx/W!1, when a crystal supports a bright soliton, t
light-induced current is too week to affect the other solito
whereas when a crystal supports a dark soliton, the lig
induced current is strong enough to affect the other soliton
the other crystal. Of course, when the condition ofDx/W
!1 is not satisfied, we should reconsider these proble
When the light-induced current from a bright soliton cann
be neglected, the bright soliton maybe affect the other sol
in the separate screening soliton pair.

It is important to note that for bright-bright screening so
tons, I `50 and Î `50, from Eqs.~20! and ~21!, we know
that the coupling effects between the two bright solitons w
result from the dark irradiances. Of course, the coupling
fects resulting from the dark irradiances not only can oc
in a bright-bright soliton pair, but also can occur in a dar
dark and a bright-dark soliton pairs and, whenI `!I d and
Î `! Î d , the dark irradiances will play a key role in the co
pling effects. To be limited by the space, the coupling effe
1-5
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resulting from the dark irradiances will be discussed el
where.

B. Dark-dark screening soliton pairs

Let us consider the effects of the interaction between
two solitons in a separate screening soliton pair on the in
sity profilers of the two solitons. In order to provide som
relevant examples, two SBN~strontium barium niobate!

crystals are taken asP and P̂. The two crystals have the
following parameters:g335ĝ335237310212 m/V, ne5n̂e

52.33, W5Ŵ51 cm, S5Ŝ, d5 d̂, and I d5 Î d . The arbi-
trary scales arex05 x̂0540mm and the wavelengths arel0

5l̂050.5mm. For this set of values, we haves5ŝ
588.2431025 m/V. The voltage of the source isVA

5100 V.
First, let us consider the case of a dark-dark screen

soliton pair formed in the configuration shown in Fig. 1~c!.

In this configuration, we haveEA5ÊA52104 V/m. In the

first place, we taker5I ` /I d51 and r̂5 Î ` / Î d51. From
Eqs. ~20! and ~21!, we find that g5ĝ51/2. From b

5gsEA and b̂5ĝŝÊA we haveb5b̂524.41. With these
values, the normalized intensity profiles of the two dark so

tons in the crystalsP andP̂, denoted byy2(s) andŷ2( ŝ), are
obtained by solving Eqs.~30! and~32!, as shown in Fig. 3~a!
curve 1 and 3~b! curve 1, respectively. When the input inte
sity of the crystalP increases but the other parameters
main unchanged, such asr increases from 1 to 10, not onl
does the dark soliton in the crystalP change as shown in Fig
3~a! curve 2, but also the dark soliton in crystalP̂ changes as
shown in Fig. 3~b! curve 2. The two curves are calculated
I `510I d , r510, g5 2

13 , b521.36 and Î `5 Î d , r̂51, ĝ

5 11
13 , b̂527.48. From this set of values we can see that,

a separate dark-dark screening soliton pair, the dark so
in a strong input intensity can be obtained for a smaller n
linearity than for a weaker input intensity. By the same
ken, when the input intensity of the crystalP̂ increases but
the other parameters remain unchanged, such asr̂ increases
from 1 to 20, not only does the dark soliton in crystalP̂
change as shown in Fig. 3~b! curve 3, but also the dark
soliton in the crystalP changes as shown in Fig. 3~a! curve
3. The two curves are calculated atI `5I d , r51, g5 21

23 , b

528.07 and Î `520Î d , r̂520, ĝ5 2
23 , b̂520.77. The

above results imply that, for a dark-dark soliton pair, a d
soliton can affect the profile of the other dark soliton by t
light-induced current. In other words, the two dark solito
in a dark-dark soliton pair can interact each other.

C. Bright-dark screening soliton pairs

Then, let us consider the case of a bright-dark screen
soliton pair formed in the configuration shown in Fig. 1~b!.
In the configuration, we haveEA5104 V/m and ÊA5
2104 V/m. If we assume that the crystalP supports a bright
soliton, we haver5I ` /I d50. In the first place, we taker
5I 0 /I d51 and r̂5 Î ` / Î d51. From Eqs.~20! and ~21! as
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well as b5gsEA and b̂5ĝŝÊA , we find that g5 2
3 , ĝ

5 1
3 , b55.9, andb̂522.95. With these values, the norma

ized intensity profiles of the bright soliton in the crystalP,

denoted byy2(s), and the dark soliton in the crystalP̂,
denoted byŷ2( ŝ), are obtained by solving Eqs.~37! and
~38!, as shown in Fig. 4~a! curve 1 and Fig. 4~b! curve 1,

respectively. When the input intensity of the crystalP̂ in-
creases but the other parameters remain unchanged, su
r̂ increases from 1 to 50, not only does the dark soliton in

crystal P̂ change as shown in Fig. 4~b! curve 2, but also the
bright soliton in the crystalP changes as shown in Fig. 4~a!
curve 2. The two curves are calculated atI `50, I 05I d , r

51, g5 51
52 , b58.67 and Î `550Î d , r̂550, ĝ5 1

52 , b̂5
20.17. From this set of values we can see that for a sepa
bright-dark screening soliton pair, the dark soliton in a stro
input intensity can be obtained for a smaller nonlinear
than for a weaker input intensity. It should be noted th
when the input intensity of the crystalP increases but the
other parameters remain unchanged, such asr increases from
1 to 50 but r̂ keeps r̂51, only the bright soliton in the
crystalP changes as shown in Fig. 4~a! curve 3, but the dark
soliton in the crystalP̂ does not change as shown in Fig. 4~b!
curve 3. The two curves are calculated atI `50, r 550, g

5 2
3 , b55.9 andÎ `5 Î d , r̂51, ĝ5 1

3 , b̂522.95. The above
results imply that, for a bright-dark soliton pair, the da
soliton can affect the profile of the bright soliton by the ligh
induced current, whereas the bright soliton cannot affect
profile of the dark soliton.

FIG. 3. Dark-dark separate screening soliton pairs in a bia
series SBN crystal circuit.~a! Dark soliton profiles in the crystalP.

~b! Dark soliton profiles in the crystalP̂.
1-6
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D. Bright-bright screening soliton pairs

Last, let us consider the case of a bright-bright soliton p
formed in the configuration shown in Fig. 1~a!. In this con-
figuration, we haveEA5ÊA5104 V/m. For the two bright
solitons, we haveI `50 andÎ `50. From Eqs.~20! and~21!

as well asb5gsEA and b̂5ĝŝÊA , we haveg5ĝ5 1
2 and

b5b̂54.41 for any values ofr and r̂ . In the first place, we
take r 5I 0 /I d51 and r̂ 5 Î 0 / Î d51. With these values, the
normalized intensity profiles of the two bright solitons in t
crystalsP and P̂, denoted byy2(s) and ŷ2( ŝ), are obtained
by solving Eqs.~39! and~40!, as shown in Figs. 5~a! curve 1
and 5~b! curve 1, respectively. When the input intensity
the crystalP increases but the other parameters remain
changed, such asr increases from 1 to 50, only the brigh
soliton in the crystalP changes as shown in Fig. 5~a! curve
2, but the other bright soliton in the crystalP̂ does not
change as shown in Fig. 5~b! curve 2. The two curves ar
calculated atr 550, g5 1

2 , b54.41 and r̂ 51, ĝ5 1
2 , b̂

54.41. By the same token, when the input intensity of
crystal P̂ increases but the other parameters remain
changed, such asr̂ increases from 1 to 50, only the brigh
soliton in the crystalP̂ changes, as shown in Fig. 5~b! curve
3, but the other bright soliton in the crystalP does not
change, as shown in Fig. 5~a! curve 3. The two curves ar
calculated atr 51, g5 1

2 , b54.41 and r̂ 550, ĝ5 1
2 , b̂

54.41. Above results imply that for a bright-bright screeni
soliton pair, the two bright solitons cannot affect each ot
by the light-induced current. However, for a bright-brig

FIG. 4. Bright-dark separate screening soliton pairs in a bia
series SBN crystal circuit.~a! Bright soliton profiles in the crysta

P. ~b! Dark soliton profiles in the crystalP̂.
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soliton pair, the dark irradiances will play a key role in th
coupling effects between the two bright solitons. To be li
ited by the space, the coupling effects resulting from the d
irradiances will be discussed somewhere.

IV. DYNAMICAL EVOLUTIONS OF OPTICAL BEAMS IN
A BIASED SERIES PR CRYSTAL CIRCUIT AND

COUPLING EFFECTS

Let us consider that two bright or dark solitonlike beam
are incident upon the two crystals, respectively, in a bia
series SBN crystal circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The coupli
effects between the two beams on the dynamical evoluti
of the two beams in the circuit can be investigated by n
merically solving Eqs.~26! and ~27! under appropriate con
ditions. In this section, we neglect the effects of diffusi
process. To do so, we should takeg5ĝ50 in Eqs.~26! and
~27!.

A. Dark-dark screening soliton pairs

Let us consider that two dark solitary beams evolve in
biased series SBN crystal circuit as shown in Fig. 1~c! with
EA5ÊA52104 V/m. The circuit has the same paramete
as above. First, we consider the evolutions of two previou
found solitary states as the incident beams with the in
intensitiesr5I ` /I d51 andr̂5 Î ` / Î d51, respectively. From
Eqs.~20! and ~21! as well asb5gsEA and b̂5ĝŝÊA , we
haveg5ĝ5 1

2 and b5b̂524.44. The field profiles of the
two dark solitary states, denoted byy0(s) and ŷ0( ŝ), can be

d FIG. 5. Bright-bright separate screening soliton pairs in a bia
series SBN crystal circuit.~a! Bright soliton profiles in the crysta

P. ~b! Bright soliton profiles in the crystalP̂.
1-7
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JINSONG LIU AND ZHONGHUA HAO PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066601
determined by solving Eq.~30! with b524.44 andr51 as
well as Eq.~32! with b̂524.44 andr̂51, respectively. We
then get the two dark solitary statesU05A1y0(s) and Û0

5A1ŷ0( ŝ). Taking the two solitary states as input beam
their evolutions in the circuit are investigated by numerica
solving Eqs.~26! and ~27! with b5b̂524.44 andr5 r̂
51. As expected, our results confirm that the two dark s
ton states remain invariant with propagation distance
shown in Fig. 6.

We then consider the stabilities and the coupling effe
between two dark solitary beams in the circuit. To do so,
follow the evolution of an optical beam in the crystalP with
an incident beamU1 whose field profile is stilly0(s), but its
maximum amplitude isA10, i.e.,U15A10y0(s) and, simul-
taneously, we observe the evolution ofÛ05A1ŷ0( ŝ) in the
crystal P̂. Noteworthily,U1 is not a solitary state supporte
by the crystalP, whereasÛ0 is still a solitary state supporte
by the crystalP̂. For this case, we haver5I ` /I d510, r̂

5 Î ` / Î d51, g5 2
13 , ĝ5 11

13 , b521.37, andb̂527.51. The
evolutions of U1 and Û0 are investigated by numericall
solving Eq.~26! with b521.37 andr510 as well as Eq.
~27! with b̂527.51 andr̂51, respectively, as shown in Fig
7. As we can see,U1 reshapes itself and tries to evolve in
a solitary wave after a short distance, whereasÛ0 cannot
remain invariant with propagation distance and tries
evolve into a different solitary wave after a short distan
When the maximum amplitude of the input beam for t

FIG. 6. Dynamical evolutions of the two dark solitary statesU0

andÛ0 in a biased series SBN crystal circuit.~a! U0 in the crystal

P and ~b! Û0 in the crystalP̂.
06660
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FIG. 7. Dynamical evolutions of the two dark solitary statesU1

andÛ0 in a biased series SBN crystal circuit.~a! U1 in the crystal

P and ~b! Û0 in the crystalP̂.

FIG. 8. Dynamical evolutions of the two dark solitary statesU2

andÛ0 in a biased series SBN crystal circuit.~a! U2 in the crystal

P and ~b! Û0 in the crystalP̂.
1-8
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EVOLUTION OF SEPARATE SCREENING SOLITON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066601
crystal P increases more, such asU25A50y0(s), not only
doesU2 tend to be unstable in the crystalP, but alsoÛ0

tends to be unstable in the crystalP̂ as shown in Fig. 8.
These results are obtained by numerically solving Eq.~26!

with b520.335 andr550 as well as Eq.~27! with b̂5
28.54 andr̂51, respectively.

If we change the incident beam of the crystalP̂ and keep
the incident beam of the crystalP unchanged, such as, a
ways takingU0 as the incident beam for the crystalP but
takingÛ15A10ŷ0( ŝ) or Û25A50ŷ0( ŝ) as the incident beam
for the crystalP̂, some similar results can be obtained. T
above results mean that, for a dark-dark separate scree
soliton pair, a dark soliton can affect the evolution and s
bility of the other dark soliton by light-induced current. For
given biased series PR crystal circuit, whether an opt
beam can evolve into a stable dark soliton in a crystal
pends not only on the parameters of that optical beam,
also on the parameters of the other optical beam in the o
crystal.

B. Bright-dark screening soliton pairs

Let us consider that a bright and a dark solitary bea
evolve in a biased series SBN crystal circuit as shown in F
1~b! with EA5104 V/m andÊA52104 V/m. The circuit has
the same parameters as above. First, we consider the e
tions of two previously found solitary states as the incid
beams with the input intensitiesI 05I d and Î `5 Î d , respec-
tively. If the crystalP supports the bright soliton, we hav
I `50. The field profiles of the two solitary states, denot
here also byy0(s) and ŷ0( ŝ), can be determined by solvin
Eq. ~37! with b55.92 andr 51 as well as Eq.~38! with b̂
522.96 andr̂51, respectively. Therefore, we get a brig

FIG. 9. Dynamical evolutions of a bright and a dark solita

statesU0 and Û0 in a biased series SBN crystal circuit.~a! Bright

solitonU0 in the crystalP and~b! Dark solitonÛ0 in the crystalP̂.
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and a dark solitary statesU05A1y0(s) and Û05A1ŷ0( ŝ),
respectively. Taking the two solitary states as the in
beams, their evolutions in the circuit are investigated by
merically solving Eq.~26! with b55.92 andr50 as well as
Eq. ~27! with b̂522.96 andr̂51. As expected, our result
confirm that the two solitary states remain invariant w
propagation distance as shown in Fig. 9.

We then consider the stabilities and the coupling effe
between two solitary beams in the circuit. To do so, we f
low the evolution of an optical beam in the crystalP̂ with an
incident beamÛ1 whose field profile is stillŷ0( ŝ), but its
maximum amplitude isA100, i.e.,Û15A100ŷ0( ŝ) and, si-
multaneously, we observe the evolution ofU05A1y0(s) in
the crystalP. Obviously,Û1 is not a solitary state supporte
by the crystalP̂, whereasU0 is still a solitary state supporte
by the crystalP. The evolutions ofU0 and Û1 are investi-
gated by numerically solving Eq.~26! with b58.79 andr

50 as well as Eq.~27! with b̂520.087 andr̂5100, respec-
tively, as shown in Fig. 10. As we can see, not only doesÛ1

FIG. 10. Dynamical evolutions of three optical beamsU0 , U1 ,

andÛ1 in a biased series PR crystal circuit.~a! Bright solitary state

U0 in the crystalP, ~b! dark solitary stateÛ1 in the crystalP̂, and
~c! bright solitary stateU1 in the crystalP.
1-9
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FIG. 11. The self-deflection of three bright-dark soliton pairs in a biased series SBN crystal circuit.~a!–~c! Bright solitonsU1 , U2 , and

U3 in the crystalP. ~d!–~f! Dark solitonsÛ1 , Û2 , andÛ3 in the crystalP̂.
t

e
ning
the
t,
tend to be unstable in the crystalP̂, but alsoU0 cannot
remain invariant with propagation distance and tries
evolve into a different solitary wave in the crystalP. If we
change the incident beam of the crystalP and keep the inci-
dent beam of the crystalP̂ unchanged, such as, takingÛ0 as
the incident beam for the crystalP̂ and taking U1

5A100y0(s) as the incident beam for the crystalP, the evo-
lutions of U1 and Û0 are obtained by solving Eq.~26! with
06660
o
b55.92 andr50 as well as Eq.~27! with b̂522.96 and
r51. The results are shown in Fig. 10~c! for U1 and Fig.

9~b! for Û0 . As we can see, thoughU1 tends to be unstable

in the crystalP, the evolution ofÛ0 remains unchanged. Th
above results mean that for a bright-dark separate scree
soliton pair, the dark soliton can affect the evolution and
stability of the bright soliton by the light-induced curren
whereas the bright soliton cannot affect the dark soliton.
1-10
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C. Bright-bright soliton pairs

As described above, for a bright-dark separate scree
soliton pair, when the spatial extent of the optical wave
much less than the width of the crystal, the bright solit
cannot affect the dark soliton by the light-induced curre
For a bright-bright screening soliton pair, this character ho
valid if the condition is still satisfied, as a result, a brig
soliton cannot affect the evolution and stability of the oth
bright soliton by the light-induced current. In other word
changing the input intensity of a bright soliton cannot affe
the evolution and stability of the other bright soliton. How
ever, for a bright-bright soliton pair, the dark irradiances w
play a key role in the coupling effects between the two bri
solitons. To be limited by the space, the coupling effe
resulting from the dark irradiances will be discussed el
where.

V. SELF-DEFLECTION OF SEPARATE SCREENING
SOLITON PAIRS AND COUPLING EFFECTS

It is an interesting topic whether the self-deflection o
soliton can be affected by the other soliton in a sepa
screening soliton pair. Obviously, this phenomenon ma
occurs in dark-dark or bright-dark soliton pairs. Here we ta
our attention on the effect of the dark soliton on the se
deflection of the bright soliton in a bright-dark screeni
soliton pair. To do so, we take the configuration shown
Fig. 1~b! with EA5104 V/m andÊA52104 V/m to support

FIG. 12. The evolution of the spatial shift concerning with t
results in Fig. 11.~a! The three bright solitons in the crystalP. ~b!

The three dark solitons in the crystalP̂.
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the bight-dark screening soliton pair. Two SBN crystals a
taken as the crystalsP and P̂, respectively, with the same
parameters as above. Therefore, the diffusion coefficient
be calculated as follows:g5ĝ50.56.

Three bright-dark soliton pairsU j5Ary j (s) and Û j

5Ar ŷ j ( ŝ), j 51,2,3, are taken to be the input beams w
the parametersr 510, I `50, ~1! Î `5 Î d ; ~2! Î `510Î d , and
~3! Î `520Î d . From Eqs. ~20! and ~21! as well as b

5gsEA and b̂5ĝŝÊA , we have ~1! g5 2
3 , ĝ5 1

3 , b

55.92, andb̂522.95; ~2! g5 11
12 , ĝ5 1

12 , b58.14, andb̂

520.74; ~3! g5 21
22 , ĝ5 1

22 , b58.44, andb̂520.044. The
field profilesyj (s) and ŷ j ( ŝ) can be determined from Eqs
~37! and ~38! with these parameters. The evolutions of t
three bright-dark soliton pairs in the biased series SBN cr
tal circuit, including the process of self-deflection, can
investigated by numerically solving Eq.~26! with g50.56,
r50 and~1! b55.92,~2! b58.14, and~3! b58.44 as well
as Eq.~27! with ĝ50.56 and~1! r̂51, b̂522.95, ~2! r̂

510, b̂520.74, and~3! r̂520, b̂520.044. The envelope
evolutions of the three soliton pairs are shown in Fig. 11 a
the associated spatial shift evolutions of the three soli
pairs are shown in Fig. 12. As we can see that the three d
solitons have three different bending angles, which is reas
able because the solitary beam with different input intens
has different bending angle@18–21#. However, the three
bright solitons have three different bending angles althou
they have the same input intensity. In fact, to increase
input intensity of the dark soliton results in enhancing t
value of b, and then increasing the bending angle of t
bright soliton because the angle varies directly withb @18–
21#.

We also investigate the self-deflection of a dark-dark s
ton pair. Our results show that a dark soliton can affect
self-deflection of the other dark soliton by the light-induc
current. In fact, in the biased series SBN crystal circuit,
coupling electronically between the two crystals results
the bias voltage of each crystal changes with the input int
sity of the dark soliton. Therefore, when the input intens
of a dark soliton changes, not only will the self-deflection
the dark soliton change, but the self-deflection of the ot
dark or bright soliton will also change.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we investigate the problem of two on
dimensional optical beams propagating in the two PR cr
tals connected electronically by electrode leads in a ch
with a bias source. The main results of this paper are, fi
the detailed derivation of a system of two coupled equati
that completely describes nonlinear propagation of two o
cal beams in a biased series PR crystal circuit and, sec
the numerical analyses and detailed discussion of the in
action between the two solitons in a separate screening
ton pair, which result from the light-induced current, and t
effects of the interaction on the spatial profiles, dynami
evolutions, stabilities, and self-deflection of the two soliton

Because of both bright and dark screening solitons
1-11
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JINSONG LIU AND ZHONGHUA HAO PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 066601
possible in a biased series PR crystal circuit, there are t
types of separate screening soliton pair: dark-dark, brig
dark, and bright-bright. Unlike a screening soliton in a sin
biased PR crystal, in which the character of the soliton
determined only by the parameters of the single crystal, fo
separate screening soliton pair in a biased series PR cr
circuit, the spatial profile, dynamical evolution, stabilit
self-deflection, etc., of any soliton in the soliton pair a
determined by the parameters of the two crystals. The
solitons in a soliton pair can interact each other and the
teraction can affect the spatial profiles, dynamical evolutio
stabilities, and self-deflection of the two solitons. The co
pling effects can result from both the light-induced and d
currents

For a separate screening soliton pair form in a bia
series PR crystal circuit, because the two PR crystals
connected electronically, changing the input intensity o
crystal, not only will the characters the soliton formed in th
crystal change, but also the characters of the other so
formed in the other crystal will change. However, only t
dark soliton can affect the other soliton. The asymme
comes from our results determined under the limit of
spatial extent of the optical wave being much less than
width of the crystal. In this limit, the light-induced curren
from a bright soliton is too week to affect the other solito
whereas one from a dark soliton is strong enough to af
the other soliton. As a result, for a bright-dark soliton pa
the dark soliton can affect the bright one by the light-induc
current, but the bright soliton cannot affect the dark one. T
unilateral effect may be useful in some applications, such
nd

nd
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a unidirectional optical coupler. Furthermore, we can th
of a biased series PR crystal circuit as a system with
optical input signals and two optical output signals. If t
circuit supports a bright-dark screening soliton pair, when
input signal of the dark soliton changes, the two output s
nals will change simultaneously, whereas when the input
nal of the bright soliton changes, only the output signal
the bright soliton will change. This property may be used
optical switching technology. Another interesting pheno
enon can also occur for a bright-dark soliton pair, i.e.,
self-bending angle of the bright soliton can be controlled
the input intensity of the dark soliton. Perhaps a novel opti
deflector could be made based on this principle.

Although the voltage measured between the two el
trodes of the two crystals will decrease or increase if a re
tor or a second voltage source is placed between the
crystals, the conclusions obtained in this paper are v
whether the resistor or the second voltage source is place
not. The types of separate screening soliton pairs will
crease when there are more than two crystals in the circ
For example, there are four types of separate screening
ton pairs: bright-bright-bright, dark-dark-dark, bright-brigh
dark, bright-dark-dark if three crystals are connected in
circuit.
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